
INTERNATIONAL TRAVELLER

Confidence that international employees are protected

Respond quickly to critical events to ensure the safety of your people through a 
dedicated platform that can locate and communicate with individuals in affected regions. 

Also give your people the peace-of-mind that they can speak to your SOC at the touch 
of a button whenever they are in danger through a dedicated SOS app. 

Streamline business continuity procedures for international employees and benefit from 
faster response times alongside tracking staff more effectively.

Keep international travellers safe in an emergency 
by locating and communicating with them 
while they’re overseas using a two-way crisis 
communication platform. 

Discreet Alarm

Users can activate an alarm without raising 
suspicion by pressing the power button or 
shaking the smartphone 

SOC Integration

Security teams can see and respond to an 
emerging crisis or SOS alarm in seconds

Incident Management

Managers can effectively deal with a crisis by 
viewing the real time incident reporting of who 
has read and responded to the critical message 

Geofence Notification

Send communications to employees in a certain 
region to warn and inform them of potential risks 
to their safety in the area
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PERSONAL ALARM PROTECTION

USER SCENARIO

ADDED VALUE SERVICE OPTIONS: 

Using an app on their smartphone, workers can raise 
a SOS alarm, 24/7, if they feel threatened, unsafe or 
unwell. To avoid suspicion, the alarm can be raised 
discreetly either by shaking the handset or continually 
pressing the power/lock button. 

All alarms are answered and triaged by the Peoplesafe 
Alarm Receiving Centre (ARC) before being 
professionally handed over to the company’s security 
team or SOC.

For organisations without a SOC, we offer additional 
services which can extend your alarm response 
capabilities to an international reach. 

Employees can confirm they arrived safely 
when visiting high-risk countries through 
welfare checks. 

Get local emergency help in 35+ countries 
with our Euro-watch service.

Inform employees of critical incidents by 
SMS as well as through the dedicated 
app.

While visiting the USA on business, an employee has 
a vehicle accident due to a severe rainstorm and 
activates their alarm. The Peoplesafe Alarm Controller 
notes that the employee is overseas and contacts the 
global SOC who sends an emergency response to their 
location. At the same time, a mass notification message 
is sent to employees in a similar location due to a 
possible hurricane forming, requesting them to confirm 
their safety. 
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